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Terms:     CANI – Constant and Never-Ending Improvement 
 
 

GOALS 
Adapted from Lesson 5 in The Sunfood Diet Success System by David Wolfe (47-58) 
 
 

 
 
 

Great dreamers dreams are never fulfilled, they are always transcended. 
—Alfred Lord Whitehead 

 
Human beings, you and I, are goal-centered organisms. 

We are teleological in that we are motivated by purposes, 
By desired end states. We are engineered mentally 

To move progressively and successively from one goal 
To the next, and we are never really happy unless,  

And until, we are moving toward the accomplishment 
Of something that is important to us. 

—Brian Tracy, success philosopher 
 

Success is taking action towards your personal goals each day. 
—Jim Rohn, success philosopher 

 
Practice is Enlightenment. 

—Shunryu Suzuki 
 

Feeling listless? Make a list! 
—Anonymous 

 
Energy flows where attention goes. 

—David Wolfe 
 
 

Imagine a beautiful garden with brilliant Sun, crystalline water, friendly insects, and rich soil ripe for 
planting. A garden, perfect in every respect, except, there are no desirable seeds present because you 
have not planted them. The only seeds sprouting are those weeds and shrubs planted by others, or by 
the wind and birds. Yet you continue to tend and cultivate those haphazard plants with your 
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resources. This perfect garden, containing none of your own seeds, is what your mind is like when you 
have no definite goals. If you have no crop to nurture an edible state, you drift along with the vagaries, 
whims, and goals of others. 
 
If you are not working to achieve your own goals, you are working to achieve another’s goals. 
Everything you do, every day, is actually for the achievement of goals.  And what you may want to ask 
yourself is: Are they my goals? And: Are they worthwhile goals? 
 
The mark of a winner is intense goal orientation. Napoleon Hill called this “definiteness of purpose.” It 
is a direction you have selectively chosen for your life. 
 
Few realize that a major cause of stress (the great destroyer of health) is having no clear goals, no 
future to await you, no plan to get somewhere in life. Setting goals allows us to chart the course of our 
life and control where we are going. The more control we feel we command over our future, the less 
stress we feel. 
 
The very first step before you begin a journey is an undiminished decision as to where you are headed. 
First get clear about what you want and where you are going if you are determined to manifest the 
dormant powers within you. Decide. Dedicate yourself wholeheartedly to getting there. Chart your 
course; it is much easier to travel with a map. 
 

If the success you seek is extraordinary, then you must begin immediately to 
set extraordinary goals. As long as you are going to dream, dream great 
dreams. As long as you are going for prosperity, go for it all! Spectacular 
success is always preceded by spectacular goal setting and mental 
preparation. 
 
Release all limitations today! Set enormous goals! If your daily goal is just to 
make it home, eat unhealthy foods, watch TV, and go to sleep, you will 
achieve that. If your daily goal is to make it home, exercise, work on your 
favorite projects all night, and wake up in the morning with an abundance of 
energy, you will achieve that, too. 
 

Set goals which challenge your brain to think in new directions. Set too many goals. Set so many goals, 
it will take you a lifetime to achieve them! 
 
And when you achieve a written goal, draw a star or a check next to it. Keep track of your progress. 
Completing and checking off a complex, challenging goal gives one an amazing boost of satisfaction. 
Your own self-image will become more positive and confident as you check off each accomplished 
goal. 
 
Work on yourself like a work of art through goal setting. Sculpt your character, physique, and future. 
Plan and determine the final masterpiece in advance. Set down your personal goals with tremendous 
clarity and intensity. 
 
Set your goals, then plan how you are going to achieve them. Proper planning prevents poor 
performance. 
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Consider the following ratio: 
Planning to action = 1:5 (one day of planning is worth five days of action) 
Prevention to recovery = 1:5 (one day of prevention is worth five days of recovery) 
 
The more you plan, the more effective your plans will become, and the more you can get done in less 
time. The more you prevent, the healthier you become, and the less time you need to ever spend on 
recovery. 
 
Within his book, Maximum Achievement, Brian Tracy has outlined twelve steps to achieve goals: 
 

1. Develop and intense desire to achieve your goals. 
2. Develop a strong belief in your goals. 
3. Write your goals down. 
4. Determine how you will benefit from achieving your goals. 
5. Analyze your starting point. 
6. Set deadlines to achieve your goals. 
7. Identify the obstacles that stand in your way. 
8. Identify the additional knowledge or information you will require. 
9. Identify the people whose cooperation you will require. 
10. Make a plan to achieve your goals. 
11. Visualize the achievement of your goals. 
12. Persist until your goals are achieved. 

 
 
The present does not spring from the past. The present springs from the future—your vision of the 
future! To predict the future, assess what is happening in your life now, develop a strategy to reach 
your goals, and create the future! 
 
Humans have the divine ability to visualize, to see the future before it happens. We literally create the 
future through visualization. Positive, vivid mental pictures activate all of the laws of the universe and 
send things, people, and circumstances to us in harmony with those pictures. 
 
You can go only as far as your vision permits. Expand your vision! 
 
To expand your powers of visualization is to recreate the world. Through your imagination you can fly 
out amongst the stars, scale the majestic mountains of the world, enjoy the lush abundance of the 
tropics. Your imagination is the key to a brilliant life. Just as you can visualize amazing landscapes, 
visualize your goals clearly, consistently, and they will begin to manifest now. 
 
When goals are visualized creatively, the rest of life is assured to be intensely interesting and endlessly 
exciting. This is because the sharper and more vivid a visualization, the quicker it will manifest. 
 
Those who think about visionary goals, who use their garden-minds to erect fantastic visions of 
beautiful orchards, brilliant island vacations, perfect days, and radiant relationships, are living the 
most—they are getting the most enjoyment out of life. 
 
A written goal describes clearly what we are seeking. Writing down a goal is making our desires known 
to the universe and starts the flow of abundance towards us. When we set our visionary goals down on 
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paper, we give reality to them and solidify their entrance from the realm of pure potential into our 
lives. 
 
Those who set goals are those who achieve them. 
 
Anthony Robbins cites a famous goal study in his book Unlimited Power: 
 

A study of the 1953 graduates of Yale University clearly demonstrates the power of 
goals. The graduates interviewed were asked if they had a clear, specific set of goals 
written down with a plan for achieving those goals. Only three percent had written 
such goals. Twenty years later, in 1973, the researchers went back and interviewed the 
surviving members of the 1953 graduating class. They discovered that the three 
percent with written specific goals were worth more in financial terms than the entire 
other 97 percent put together…The interviewers also discovered that the less 
measurable or more subjective measures, such as level of happiness and joy that the 
graduates felt, also seemed to be superior in the three percent with written goals. 

 
When you take action and actually write down your goals and review them regularly, you dive into a 
strong current which will carry you to distant places. Unseen forces will come to your aid. 
 
Writing a vision, idea, or goal down makes it a commitment. It tells the subconscious mind what you 
want to do. It compels the subconscious to figure out how to make your vision become reality. 
Remember, “Don’t just think it, ink it.” The more often you write down your goals, review them, and 
get into the habit of working on them, the quicker they materialize into reality. 
 
You are capable, at any time of your life, of doing what you dream. Everything you have in your life right 
now is only a duplication of what you subconsciously believe you deserve. Many people are afraid to 
pursue their most important dreams, because they feel they do not deserve them, or that they will be 
unable to achieve them. That is not you; you can change your destiny. Once you have written your 
goals on paper, you automatically override thoughts of unworthiness and failure. 
 
Think about your goals continuously. When your goals are clear, all the laws of the universe conspire in 
your favor to help you. Whenever you feel things are going badly, think about your goals! Uplift 
yourself by thinking about, visualizing, and feeling your goals! 

To achieve your goals, you must become the type of person who can achieve those goals. 
 
When I first started promoting a raw plant-food diet and lifestyle years ago, I was not the type of 
person who could bring this information to an enormous audience. But, in the process of my own 
transformation, goal setting, and goal achievements, I became a different type of person: a person 
brave enough, happy enough, and successful enough to take this information to the next level. 
 
How you will achieve your unique goals is not always clear. In the same way, when you begin a garden 
you do not completely understand all of the implications involved. The garden's growth reveals the 
full manifestation of the goal. Like a tree which draws nourishment into its trunk, and transforms it 
with the assistance of Sun energy into whatever it needs (leaf, bark, sepal, petal, fruit, or seed) to fulfill 
its destiny, so too will you draw in knowledge and, with the assistance of focused energy, transform it 
into whatever you need to achieve your goals. 
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You can learn everything you need to know to accomplish your goals along the way to their 
achievement. The key is to keep taking action. Action attracts the knowledge you require and makes 
all things possible. 
 
I tell listeners in my seminars: "Leap and the net appears." Use The Trial and Success Method: Learn 
from your past mistakes and adjust your behavior accordingly to achieve your goals - treat your past as 
a school, a vast resource to learn from to better yourself. Maxwell Maltz called this Psycho-Cybernetics 
in his well-known book of the same title. When the mind has a defined target, it can focus and direct 
and refocus and redirect until it reaches its intended goal. 
 
Remember: The greater your goals, the greater the challenges which await you! Andrew Carnegie 
said: “Anything in life worth having is worth working for.” When you set greater goals, you will face 
greater challenges. When you set the goal to reach an extraordinary level of health, people will oppose 
you! Peers may criticize you; family and friends will descend upon you; strangers will try to discourage 
you. You have to leverage your mind to handle these situations, maintain your focus, and enjoy the 
process! 
 
At the bottom of it all, the final goal is that people just want to be happy. When all else is detoxified 
away, the pursuit of any goal is about achieving happiness. 
 
To achieve the highest levels of health, maintain your happiness no matter what you are doing. Set 
happiness as your highest goal and organize your life around it". All beliefs, ideas, goals, and activities 
which diminish your happiness limit your potential. There is something in Nature which always 
attempts to guide you towards growing and achieving the greatest levels of happiness if you simply 
tune in, listen to, and act upon your intuition. 
 
Always remember to keep your own happiness or harmony of mind as your number one value and all 
else will fall into place. The best way to make others happy is to be happy yourself! Your own 
happiness allows you to fully enjoy the abundance life has to offer. As long you choose your own 
peace of mind as your guiding principle, you will never make a bad decision on the way to achieving 
your dreams. 
 
It is the possibility of having a dream come true which makes life most Interesting! Get excited about 
your goals. Get excited about waking up in the morning! Become an irresistible force of Nature 
moving rapidly towards each set goal. 
 
As your goals begin to materialize, you will enjoy life more, you will become more confident. You set 
into motion an upward spiral of ever-increasing achievement. 
 
As you work diligently toward the achievement of your goals, you may discover the beautiful truth 
that, as you fill your spirit with positive thoughts, rewards, and exciting challenges, all weaknesses are 
automatically eliminated. Consider the story of business philosopher Cavett Roberts (whose success 
audio tapes I highly recommend). By middle age, Cavett's health was failing and he was given a death 
sentence by doctors. He quit his job as a lawyer, moved to Sunny Arizona, started selling real estate, 
and got so busy succeeding and achieving his goals that he forgot to die. He lived into his nineties, 
and outlived all his doctors! 
 
No matter what your station in life at the present time, you can change your future in a moment with 
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one powerful action. The actions you take, or do not take, each day shape your destiny. Each action or 
non-action is taking you towards a conclusion, a goal. Remember, you are always heading towards 
goals, the question is whose? 
 
We are journeying entities, traveling in the garden of life, drawn to those destinations that are in 
harmony with our dominant thoughts. Goals are like orchards filled with ripe fruits, they pull us toward 
them. They breathe in new fragrant sensations into our being. They activate our imagination. 
 
We are designed to set and achieve goals with the content of our life being the wonders we observe 
along the way. 
 
The ultimate quest has no ending, and that fact gives it incredible value. The true value is not what we 
get, but what we become along the way. We journey to a goal, and then realize the journey is the goal. 
 
 
Action Steps: 
 
1. Set a health goal to continuously act upon the information contained within this book. Record this 
goal in your journal. 
2. In your journal, write down 100 goals that you want to attain within the next year. Review them 
daily. 
3. Take your top 5 yearly goals. For each goal write a sentence fulfilling each one of the 12 steps for 
goal achievement outlined by Brian Tracy earlier in this lesson. 
4. Continuously write down additional yearly goals and long-term goals in your journal. 
5. Check off each goal as you achieve it. 
 
 

The Visionary 
The beauty of the world, 

Under sunshine, mist, snow 
Settles upon dreams 

Which nestle and grow, 
In the slumbering visions 

Of the secret and wild, 
The supernal gods In the feral child. 

 
Vision - the strength, 
It shapes and seeks: 
The glide of the pen, 

And a voice who speaks 
To the mass of minds 
Or a single face, with 

Eloquent, astral, eternal grace. 
 

Your vision is the promise, 
You shall one day be. 

Your ideal is the prophecy, 
You shall one day see. 
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Nourished by seeds, 
Of divine inspiration, 
You become as great, 
As the finest creation. 

 
That which you love, 
Shall come upon you. 
That which you need, 
Shall find its way too. 

 
Vision - the master, 

It guides and creates. 
It plans for perfection, 

And clearly states: 
"The dreamers are the saviors Of the world." 

 
Those who cherish: 
A beautiful vision, 

A lofty ideal, 
Have but one decision: 

 
Inspire the dream, 

To expand and rise. 
Nourish that truth 

Without compromise. 
 

For those with visions 
Of truth and right, 

Even alone, 
Have strength and might. 

 
With a cluster of sparks, 

The air of 'rudition, 
That which is nourished, 

Will come to fruition. 
 

Vision - the power, 
It molds and makes. 
Hold it true so long 

And evermore it shapes, 
The reasons, minds, and the wills 

Calling forth a thousand joys, 
Disposing of a thousand ills. 

 
Cherished in secret 
Yet coming to pass, 

Vision - the calm 
In a pool of glass. 
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Tempest tossed souls, 

Wherever you be, 
Rest under the wing 

Of the visionary. 
 

In the Ocean of Life, 
Isles of Bliss lay smiling. 

The Sunny shore of your ideal 
Awaits your arriving. 

 
Keep your hand firmly poised 

Upon the helm of thought. 
Hold true to the vision 

And you'll find what you have sought. 
 
 

The Visionary’s Epilogue: 
To humanity: 
The seekers, 
Never forget 

Your dreamers. 
Their ideals 
Must never 

Fade and die. 
They live forever 

And carry us high. 
See in them 

What you shall know. 
Take from them 

Some seeds to sow. 
For musician, poet, painter, sage  

You are the architects 
Of the golden age. 

 
 

 
 
 

MULTIDIMENSIONAL GOALS AND WAYS OF BEING 
David Rainoshek, MA www.JuiceFeasting.com with “How to Set Technologically Superior Goals” by David Wolfe and 
Nick Good in Amazing Grace 
 
 
Your goal writing will be greatly improved when you understand the full spectrum of potential for 
your goals. We are going to use two teachings to add enormous depth to your goals, the first from 
“How to Set Technologically Superior Goals” in Amazing Grace by David Wolfe and Nick Good, and the 
second which I learned from Ken Wilber on the basic stages of development from egocentric to 
sociocentric to worldcentric to kosmocentric, or from selfish to care to universal care. 
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How to Set Technologically Superior Goals (from Amazing Grace) 
You might think that goals are something that you set for the future, but what those of us in the goal-
setting community are finding is that achieving goals requires the energetic assumption that the goal 
which is set has already manifested. The most effective way to create this energetic assumption is by 
creating the feeling in yourself of the present-moment manifestation of that goal. Let’s take a look at 
David Wolfe and Nick Good’s practice of goal-writing from Amazing Grace to create the feelings of the 
goal achieved. 
 
 

Example: 
 
Tecnologically Incorrect Goal 
 “I hope I will get rid of my junky car.” 
Analysis 
 This goal is in the future (I will). This goal doesn’t state the goal (what one is moving 
towards); it contains what one is moving away from (the junky car). 
 
Tecnologically Correct Goal 

“I drive a brand new hybrid vehicle that gets great gas mileage.” 
Analysis 
 This goal is technically correct. 
 
Technologically Superior Goal 
 “I drive the best ever brand-new hybrid vehicle that gets the best gas mileage ever.” 
Analysis 
 This goal, by using the word “ever” a couple of times, opens the delivery of the content 
of the goal to divine powers outside of one’s self. Remember, words are invocations, words 
have weight. 
 
 
Example: 
 
Tecnologically Incorrect Goal 
 “I am going to get out of this terrible relationship.” 
Analysis 
 This goal is in the future (I am going to). This goal doesn’t state the goal (what one is 
moving towards); it contains what one is moving away from (a terrible relationship). 
 
Tecnologically Correct Goal 

“I have a great relationship with the partner of my dreams.” 
Analysis 
 This goal is technically correct. 
 
Technologically Superior Goal 
 “I have the best relationship ever with a partner who is beyond my wildest dreams.” 
Analysis 
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 This goal, by using the words “ever” and “beyond,” opens the delivery of the content of 
the goal to divine powers outside one’s self. 
 
 
Example: 
 
Tecnologically Incorrect Goal 
 “I need to lose weight.” 
Analysis 
 This goal is in the future (I need to). This goals doesn’t state the goal (what one is 
moving towards); it contains only a problem (needing to lose weight). 
 
Tecnologically Correct Goal 

“I have achieved my ideal weight of 110 lbs swiftly and efficiently.” 
Analysis 
 This goal is technically correct. 
 
Technologically Superior Goal 
 “I am always at the best weight ever for myself and I instantly achieve and maintain that 
weight in any situation forever.” 
Analysis 
 This goal, by using the words “ever” and “forever,” opens the delivery of the content of 
the goal to divine powers outside one’s self. 
 
 
Example: 
 
Tecnologically Incorrect Goal 
 “I will not feel bad.” 
Analysis 
 This goal is in the future (I will). This goal doesn’t state the goal (what one is moving 
towards); it contains what one is moving away from (feeling bad). 
 
Tecnologically Correct Goal 

“I feel great all the time.” 
Analysis 
 This goal is technically correct. This is also the most powerful type of goal – a way-of-
being goal. 
 
Technologically Superior Goal 
 “I effervesce with the most radiance, joy, and health, and I consistently feel the best 
ever.” 
Analysis 
 This goal, by using the words “ever,” opens the delivery of the content of the goal to 
divine powers outside one’s self. As we have seen in previous examples, this is the most 
powerful type of goal because it is a way-of-being goal. 
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David Rainoshek: Setting Multidimensional Goals and Ways of Being 
 
Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh has said that, “in order to heal the environment, we must first heal the 
environmentalist.” Quite right. What we have seen above by Wolfe and Good is goal-writing from that 
place of self-healing, which is very important. However, this is actually just the beginning of how 
good goal-writing can get.  
 
You may have seen the film The Secret, or read the book. It has become very, very popular in the west. 
Perhaps the most striking quality of The Secret beyond its popularity is its emphasis on “me.”  
 
Every single goal or intention or use of the Law of Attraction in The Secret comes from the 
egocentric place of “me.”  
 
We are experiencing now the Me Generation of Boomers and the post-Boomer generation. Ken Wilber 
in an interview on www.IntegralLife.com with Julian Walker called, “Exploring The Secret: The Tricky 
Business of Creating Your Own Reality.” 
 
The Tricky Business of Creating Your Own Reality” commented that recent research on college 
students shows that they are twice as narcissistic (me-me-me) as the Boomer Generation, which is 
pretty hard to believe.  
 
Popularity of films like The Secret shows the deep desire for personal empowerment of today’s society, 
but unfortunately the strong emphasis on one’s own desires wholly shaping the outcomes of the 
universe only perpetuates egocentrism, or narcissism, and this does not drive personal development. 
In fact, this ultimately creates a contraction of one’s self and a deeper sense of separation between 
oneself and society, or the world.  
 
Truly dynamic, abundant goal-writing includes personal goals, but includes and 
transcends personal concerns to include social and global realities.  We move 
from: 
 

Selfish  Care  Universal Care 
 

Or 
 

Egocentric  Sociocentric  Worldcentric  Kosmocentric 
 

 
An excellent illustration of this evolutionary unfolding of perspectives is given in Integral Life Practice 
by Ken Wilber: 
 

Growing into higher levels of consciousness and health involves transcending and including 
who you once were. The old you develops into a new you. The new you keeps some enduring 
characteristics from the old you, while shedding the transitional aspects of the old you. From 
each higher, deeper vantage point, what was once invisible becomes visible. You've 
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experienced this, yes? You're not the same person today as you were ten years ago and you 
know it. You can look at the old you and describe the many ways you've grown beyond your 
previous self, as well as the many characteristics that have remained.  
 
 

 
 

• Egocentric = me  
• Ethnocentric = us  
• Worldcentric = all of us (all people and the planet we live on)  
• Kosmocentric = the whole sentient, unfolding Kosmos  

 
 
To further show what is involved, let's use a very simple model of moral development 
possessing only four levels or stages. An infant at birth has not yet been socialized into the 
culture's ethics and conventions; this is called the pre-conventional stage. It is also called 
egocentric, in that the infant's awareness is largely self-absorbed. It cannot take the 
perspective of others and thus cannot regard them as similar beings deserving of moral regard. 
But as the young child begins to learn its culture's rules and norms, it grows into the 
conventional stage of morals. This stage is also called ethnocentric, in that it centers on the 
child's particular group, tribe, clan, or nation, and it therefore tends to exclude care for those 
not of one's group. But at the next major stage of moral development, the post-conventional 
stage, the individual's identity expands once again, this time to include a care and concern for 
all peoples, regardless of race, color, sex, or creed, which is why this stage is also called 
worldcentric. If the individual then keeps on growing (perhaps by taking up an Integral Life 
Practce or ILP), they will progress to a post-postconventional or kosmocentric stage of moral 
development, thereby becoming capable of identifying with and caring for all sentient beings.  
 
Thus, moral development tends to move from "me" (egocentric) to "us" (ethnocentric) to "all of 
us" (worldcentric) to "all sentient beings" (kosmocentric) - a good example of how the 
unfolding stages of consciousness surpass narcissism and grow into the capacity to take wider 
and deeper perspectives.1 

                                          
1 Keep in mind that a person is never simply at one level. Instead, people tend to fluctuate around a particular level, sometimes acting 
higher, sometimes lower, and hopefully edging our way upward over time. To say that someone is at, say, the worldcentric level in moral 
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The limited perspectives of lower levels are happily left behind in the process of 
development. A lower-level aspect of consciousness can no longer pretend it's the center of 
the universe. With an understanding and acceptance of levels as progressive and permanent 
milestones along the evolutionary path of your own unfolding comes an implicit drive to grow 
into higher levels and help others do the same. Integral Life Practice provides a comprehensive, 
yet elegant method to live this inherent evolutionary urge.  
 
That said, there is also (and very importantly) a sense in which we are wherever we are - and 
that's totally okay. Would you ever harshly judge a newborn baby for not knowing how to walk 
yet? Or a 5-year-old for not understanding calculus? No level of development is bad or wrong. 
Every single one is part of a natural sequence and has a right to exist. Each is partially true, but 
higher levels are (by definition) truer, because they transcend and include the lower levels.  
 
There is no absolutely highest level, because there can always be even higher levels that have yet 
to emerge – and which certainly will, whether we like it or not! So we should be kind to 
ourselves – there’s no need to be a developmental fanatic. Our job, as Integral 
Practitioners, is to work with all the levels we’re aware of – because all are real, all belong 
to this magnificent Kosmos, and the better we can understand them, the more effective 
and loving we can be in our lives – gently, naturally, and at our own pace. 

 
 
When you are writing goals, this understanding is important because it adds a full spectrum of 
possibilities for each category of goals, which looks like the following: 
 
 

 EGOCENTRIC SOCIOCENTRIC WORLDCENTRIC KOSMOCENTRIC 
Intellectual     
Emotional     
Spiritual     
Personal Physical Health     
Dietary     
Career     
Family     
Interpersonal/Social/Cultural     
Financial     
Relationship     
Living Environment     
 
 
A living environment goal at an egocentric level might be do re-do your bathroom in a way that you 
like it, with colors and décor that you prefer. This is a fine goal, but without driving it to the 
worldcentric level your new bathroom might contain toxic products or use resources that are not 
renewable. By moving to a worldcentric level, you would consider the sociocentric realities of your 

                                                                                                                                                  
development means that most often they will take all people into account when confronting moral dilemmas-but sometimes they'll be 
"ethnocentric," and other times they'll be "egocentric." So when a person develops up to any given level, it means they have a higher 
probability of operating from that level on a good day. This is why sometimes we refer to levels as "waves," to emphasize their fluidity.  
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guests’ toxic sensitivities to cleaning products, plastics, and the worldcentric aspects of the need for 
using renewable resources. 
 
 
That’s it. When writing your goals, add this extremely important dimension to your understanding of 
your goals, and see if you can drive them further up the spectrum to worldcentric – as I do believe that 
goals that have a conscious worldcentric aspect manifest more abundantly – and can and should! 
include personal and local group benefits, as well. 
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